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You’ve heard of the luck of the Irish, well this story is about the bad luck of the
people of Kesslerville.
Those of our loyal readers will remember the rat plague that infested Casey’s
Diner a few years ago and put Kesslerville in the lime light.
Barbara Kessler, owner of Casey's Diner brought in a few snakes to take care of
the problem. It was cheaper than an exterminator and kept the rats as well as the
Board of Health away from the Diner.

The only drawback is that Police are constantly being call to the Diner when there
are reports of lost pets.

Well Barbara had loftier goals for Kesslerville than being the owner of a diner, so
she sold Casey's and then got elected Mayor and cleaned up the town. Mayor
Barbara Kessler ran out all the undesirables’ and bullied everyone into improved
landscaping. She even brought small animals and deer back into the area by
chasing all the hunters away. Mayor Barbara, or “SWMBO” (She Who Must Be
Obeyed) as residents have taken to calling her, even got Kesslerville on the top
100 list of places to live in the USA.
Then yesterday while all eyes of the Large Scale community were on Kesslerville –
it all hit the fan.

First a BNSF train, driven by engineer Bob Clark, crashed and spilled a load of
expensive luxury vehicles that were being brought in to a new dealership. The
resulting crash threw dented and destroyed luxury vehicles all over Main Street.
Mothers and their children were sent running from benches where they were
enjoying a peaceful small town afternoon as spilling hazardous fluids and shards
of metal flew all over.

It was amazing that there was no loss of life or injuries that resulted from this
horrific event.

After further investigations it was revealed by BNSF that Bob Clark has had
numerous accidents prior to this and should not have been in the cab. When
interviewing his co-workers this reporter has found out they refer to him as
“Crashin’ Bob” or “Crash Clark”. BNSF has fired an office worker named Lou, who
it seems, covered up all his accidents allowing him to still run engines.
Crews from Suleski Transportation were brought in to clean up the main line and
it is believed the costs to Kesslerville will be high.
Just when the clean up had been completed and everyone in Kesslerville thought
they could get back to their quiet small town life. Allen Kessler, The First
Gentlemen of Kesslerville, was flying home in his private helicopter when he lost
control and plummeted into Main Street. The resulting crash was even worse
than the derailment.
The horrific results of the helicopter crash are hard to take; those of our readers
with weak constitutions will not want to view the next group of photos.

Poor little Tommy who was out playing with his toy train on the sidewalk in front
of his home lost an arm to a flying shard of the rotor.

Local famous citizen Mary Buxom was decapitated by another piece of rotor that
sprayed houses along Main Street with gore and shards of metal. Cute
neighborhood dogs turned feral in the carnage and had to be put down by the
local police so they could get close enough to treat the injured.
Later after the injured had been rushed to the hospital and the crime scene had
been cleaned up local religious leaders went about town consoling those who
witnessed the days horrible events and lost loved ones and friends.

Allen Kessler was not found and Mayor Barbara Kessler was unavailable for
comment. There are unsubstantiated rumors going around about the town
treasury being emptied also.
This reporter’s heart goes out to the people of Kesslerville and hopes that they
will recover being dropped from the list of the Top 100 Place to Live in the USA.

